Yale Summer Session 2021. Online via Zoom.

Course Description
Why do civilizations collapse? Societal collapse is documented --- frequently --- in the prehistoric and early historic records of the Old and New Worlds, including Mesopotamia, China, Europe, Mesoamerica, North America, and the Andes. And debates rage presently among anthropologists, archaeologists, historians, and paleoclimatologists about

1. the nature of these societal collapse events and processes: slow/gradual v. fast/abrupt; adaptive v. maladaptive.
2. societal collapse causality:
   a. types of causality: direct/indirect/cascading/counterfactual; historical;
   b. internal, cultural, anthropogenic v. external, physical, natural causality
   c. “determinism” v. “chaotic reductionism”;
3. resilience, and “resilience theory”
4. environmental degradation prior to and at societal collapse;
5. causal role of abrupt onset megadroughts, discovered recently in Holocene (i.e., post-glacial, modern) paleoclimate records, and coincident/synchronous with several regional societal collapses. What were these abrupt megadroughts? How are their abruptness, magnitude and duration known to us? How did prehistoric and historic societies adapt to these climate changes?
Several exemplary archaeological and historical records of the Old and New Worlds will be examined for societies’ vulnerabilities, resiliencies, and adaptations in the face of contending claims of:
(1) abrupt climate change (real? how abrupt? magnitude? duration? equifinality?),
(2) anthropogenic environmental degradation/resource depletion (real? ideological / imagined? labile data? quantifiable magnitude? effects?).

The societal collapse events and processes to be analyzed are:
(1) Early Bronze Age (Mediterranean, Egypt, Mesopotamia synchronous collapse, 2200 BC)
(2) Late Bronze Age (Mediterranean and Levant synchronous collapse, 1200 BC)
(3) Assyrian Empire collapse (synchronous Near East and Egypt, 612 BC)
(4) Mesoamerica (Maya collapse, 8th century CE)
(5) North American (Anasazi/Ancestral Pueblo collapse, 1200 CE)
(6) Late Victorian Holocausts (India, late 19th century CE)
(7) The Anthropocene (global, present)

To judge from the headline-grabbing and competing claims of social scientists and paleoclimatologists, we are not likely to resolve all arguments. We will however, illuminate weaknesses, strengths, "data frontiers," and "dark corners." Advancing the frontiers of knowledge about the past also elevates discussion and analysis of the present. We might ask, "How are we adapting to an abrupt anthropogenic climate change?" as productively as we ask "Is the present the past?" Hence the last course meeting is devoted to the Anthropocene, the human dominated world of the present, its origins and its questionable sustainability.

Syllabus. The syllabus lists all readings for each course meeting and is illustrated with quotations, photographs and diagrams. The quotations, photographs and diagrams will be explained and discussed in our course meetings.

Prerequisites. There are no prerequisites for this course. Prior knowledge of archaeology, ancient history, anthropology, paleoclimatology is neither necessary nor assumed. This course presumes students’ zero background knowledge of the issues, data, archaeology, history and science. We begin at the beginning!

Grade. 50% final essay due Meeting 10, 50% final exam at Meeting 10; attendance mandatory.

Final exam is 10 one-paragraph short answer questions at last class meeting.

Final essay is two page single-space review of four questions due last class meeting.

Required texts
Davis, Mike 2001 Late Victorian Holocausts. NY: Verso. paper
Diamond, Jared 2005 Collapse: how societies choose to fail or succeed. NY: Penguin. paper
Tainter, Joseph 1988 Collapse of Complex Societies. Cambridge UP. paper
Weiss, Harvey, ed. 2017 Megadrought and Collapse: From Early Agriculture to Angkor. NY: Oxford UP. Online:
The textbooks have been selected from a plethora of recent publications, the past two decades' acceleration of societal collapse research (see end of syllabus Appendix) due to:

1. current biogeosphere and economic crises (e.g., "are 'we' facing collapse?")
2. new paleoclimate tools (e.g., high-resolution sediment, tree ring, and speleothem analyses)
3. challenges to older ("1960s mushy multi-causality") social science paradigms.

The article readings outside of the textbooks are available as pdf files under files/pdf.
The major societal collapse issues that are debated and researched intensely by Tainter, Diamond, McAnany and Yoffee, Weiss, Kennett, etc., including intentionality, determinism, climate change, agricultural vulnerabilities, declining marginal returns. Also, the paleoclimate proxies will be introduced along with the data types for megadrought, and the conceptualizations of “mushy multi-causality,” and other contemporary societal collapse trajectories.

Pre-instrumental Holocene climate known from high-resolution proxy records:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Climate Proxy</th>
<th>Sources</th>
<th>Dating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Marine cores:</td>
<td>formanifera, alkenones, dust, IRD</td>
<td>14C, tephra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lake cores:</td>
<td>pollen, diatoms, ostracods, geochem</td>
<td>14C, varves, tephra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glacial cores:</td>
<td>δ18O, deuterium, CO2, CH4, SO4, dust</td>
<td>annual, 14C, tephra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speleothems:</td>
<td>δ18O, δ13C</td>
<td>234U/230Th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree rings:</td>
<td>ring width, density, δ18O</td>
<td>annual</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


What are speleothems? What information do they contain?
Meeting 2 Collapse analyzed, erroneously.
Questions: What, specifically, is erroneous in Tainter’s collapse cases? We will discuss this!
How many of Tainter’s collapses are actually one collapse event/process? Is there a “law of diminishing returns”? What forces counter the “law”?

Meeting 3 A mushy multi-causality view, “they did it to themselves”
Questions: What are the data and perspectives, now old, that frame these issues? Anthropogenic v. natural forcing? Why does *everyone* dislike Jared Diamond?

An idealist view of collapse becomes a “politically correct” view (“it never happened!”)
Assignment: McAnany and Yoffee, eds. 2010 *Questioning Collapse*. 2 chapters
Questions: How are the authors able to dismiss the paleoclimate megadrought data? Is it true, that if you are alive, your ancestors’ societies did not collapse?
Meeting 4 Megadrought and Collapse at 4.2 ka BP/2200 BC – “everywhere”
Tell Leilan, NE Syria, Lower Town South, 2200 BC, excavated 1989, kite suspension photo. How do we know this is “Akkadian”? How do we know was abandoned at 2200 BC? [Weiss et al. Science 1993]
Influence diagram. Akkadian empire and imperialization. [Weiss 2000]. Can this be quantified and temporalized? What happens when you remove dry farming precipitation?

Leilan Region Survey

Assignment:
The Mesopotamian collapse at 4.2 ka BP (=2200 BC):
Weiss et al. 1993 The genesis and collapse of north Mesopotamian civilization Science.
Weiss 2015 Altered Trajectories in Oxford Handbook;
Weiss 2017 chapter 1 in Weiss, ed. 2017, Megadrought and Collapse;
Questions:
What was the Akkadian empire? What explains the 2200 BC abandonment of rain-fed west Asia? What explains the ca. 1950 BC resettlement of rain-fed west Asia?
What is megadrought? Can megadrought be quantified?
Why were these societies not resilient? Or, were they?
What is Butzer’s “concatenation” complaint?
We will examine this in detail in class.

Meeting 5 Habitat-tracking and Resilience:
Assignment:
In natural systems:
Eldredge 2000 Species, Speciation and the Environment:
https://www.actionbioscience.org/evolution/eldredge.html#primer

In social systems/archaeology:

Questions:
What is societal resilience?
Is it always a societal possibility?
When do societies habitat-track, if ever?
Meeting 6 The Indus and the Egypt Old Kingdom collapses, why synchronous?

**Assignment:**
**Indus:** Kathayat et al 2018 *CP*  
Petrie et al 2017 *CA*.

**Old Kingdom Egypt:**  
Garcia Moreno 2015 Egypt FIP in Meller ed 2015, 2200 BC

**Questions:**
Where are the Indus Valley cities? How many were there? What was Indus agriculture? Why do Petrie et al 2017 believe collapse was not the 4.2 ka BP societal response in the Indus—or do they?
What is the source of the Nile, the basis of Egyptian agriculture?
When did Old Kingdom pyramid building cease?
Note how Garcia Moreno avoids all non-historical, i.e., paleoclimate, data. [“History is what is written“!]}
Multi-proxy stacks permit observation of synchronous changes in different paleoclimate proxy types and at different loci. We will examine and discuss these in class.

Multi-proxy stack, 6 ka BP – 2 ka BP, Iceland to Australia.

Weiss 2020 CP.
Figure 6. The Mawmluh Cave δ¹⁸O record for speleothem KM-A, showing the position of the 4.2 ka event on the stable isotope trace (after Berkelhammer et al., 2012). The continuous black line through the isotope trace is a low pass filter removing any variability with a frequency higher than 10 years. Red circles mark all U-Th dates obtained, which are given with their 2σ analytical uncertainty in black boxes. Age uncertainty (95% confidence interval) was assessed using a Monte Carlo fitting procedure through the U-Th dates, and is also shown by variations in colour along the trace. The envelope of the event (onset and termination) is shown by the arrowed red lines, and the beginning of the most intensive phase of weakened monsoon is shown by a third arrowed red line; their dates (in red) are given with uncertainty that is also assessed using the Monte Carlo fitting procedure. See Berkelhammer et al. (2012) for details on the age model calculations. The position of the GSSP, with a modelled age of 4200 yr BP (4250 BPk) is indicated by the green arrow. Note that the 8.2 ka event also registers as a significant excursion in the stable isotope record from Mawmluh Cave.

Mawmluh-2 speleothem, in Hai Cheng laboratory, Xi’an, China, 23.vi.18
(photo: H. Weiss)
Mt Logan, Yukon, Fisher et al 2008; Mawmluh KMA, India, Berkelhammer et al 2012. 4.2 ka BP event coincidence across 9000 kms. [Weiss 2019 CP]

Giosan et al 2018 Figure 6 and S3.
Meeting 7 Late Bronze Age Collapse, The Facts and the Fictions

Medinet Habu temple bas-relief, Rameses III, ca. 1190 BC., repelling “The Sea Peoples.”

Lake sediment core, coastal Syria, vertical axes are precipitation and temperature. Kaniewski et al 2013.
Sea Peoples at 1177 BC moving across the eastern Mediterranean.

**Assignment:**
Cline 2014 *1177 BC: the year civilization collapsed*. pp. 73-170.
Kaniewski and van Campo 2017 in Weiss, ed 2017;
Finné et al 2017 *PLOS One*

**Questions:**
Transfer functions: can 3.2 ka BP climate changes be quantified as precipitation or temperature alterations?
Who were the “Sea Peoples”, and how are they depicted?
What drives the notion that these were “brittle” LBA states, and therefore “ready” to collapse? How are “destruction levels” identified archaeologically? “Abandonment levels”?
What are the “migration markers” for region-wide migrations and collapses?
Meeting 8 “The Mother of all catastrophes”: Assyrian Empire Collapse


Deportees from the Assyrian siege of Lachish, Judea, 701 BC. Detail from a bas-relief ripped from walls of Sennacherib's "Palace Without Rival", Nineveh, 1845, and shipped to the British Museum, London (photo: British Museum).

Assyrian Empire, maximum extent, mid 7th century, reign of Assurbanipal (668-627 BC)
Role of Climate in the Rise and Fall of the Neo-Assyrian Empire

Northern Iraq was the political and economic center of the Neo-Assyrian Empire (c. 912 to 609 BCE)—the largest and most powerful empire of its time. After more than two centuries of regional dominance, the Neo-Assyrian state plummeted from its zenith (c. 679 BCE) to complete political collapse (c. 615 to 609 BCE). Earlier explanations for the Assyrian collapse focused on the roles of internal politico-economic conflicts, territorial overextension, and military defeat. Here, we present a high-resolution and precisely dated speleothem record of climate change from the Kuna Ba cave in northern Iraq, which suggests that the empire’s rise occurred during a two-centuries-long interval of anomalously wet climate in the context of the past 4000 years, while megadroughts during the early-to-mid-seventh century BCE, as severe as recent droughts in the region but lasting for decades, triggered a decline in Assyria’s agrarian productivity and thus contributed to the abrupt and complete collapse from which it never recovered. The mystery of the collapse and the region’s subsequent centuries-long devastation and abandonment have puzzled archaeologists for more than one hundred years and led to its label as “an historical scandal.”

Modern Climatic and Geographic Context

At its height (c. early seventh century BCE), the Assyrian Empire stretched from the Mediterranean in the west to the Persian Gulf in the east (dotted line in panel A). The core of the empire encompassed a triangular region in northern Iraq defined by capital cities: Nineveh (modern Mosul) in the north, and Ashur (modern Arbil) in the east. (yellow dots in A and B). Today, this region is within the rain-fed cereal agriculture zone lying above the 200- to 300-mm rainfall isolines, referred to as a “zone of uncertainty” (yellow band in panel B) because rain-fed cereal cultivation is unsustainable. During years of anomalously high and low rainfall, this agriculturally marginal zone shifts southward (green band in B) and northward (brown band in B) by several hundred kilometers, rendering nearly all ancient Assyria’s heartland too unfavorable for high-yield cereal cultivation or vulnerable to crop failures. The severe drought episodes of 2007–2008, the most severe in the past 50 years, were marked by up to 60% reduction in rainfall (shaded red in panel A) that led to cereal crop failures across northern Syria and Iraq. In this paper, we used speleothems from Kuna Ba cave (star in panel A) to reconstruct the region’s precipitation history over the last 4000 years, including the modern and ancient droughts.

Results and Implications

The Kuna Ba cave oxygen isotope record (panel A) delineates a number of multidecadal periods of inferred drought over the last four thousand years. The interval between ~2800 and 2690 BCE (BP; ~850 and 740 BCE) dubbed as the Assyrian Megadrought emerged as one of the wettest periods representing ~15 to 30% increase in the cool season precipitation amount (relative to 1980–2007 CE). This exceptionally wet period is synchronous with the significant phases of the Assyrian imperial expansion. The interval between ~17625 and 2500 BCE (BP; ~675–550 BCE) is a ~125-year peak period of peak aridity, termed here the Assyrian Megadrought, which is synchronous with the period of the Assyrian imperial collapse (c. 660–600 BCE). The inset (B) shows the oxygen isotope record between 960 and 550 BCE and major historical Assyrian events. Our record suggests that climate change was an underlying causal factor, whose effects on the Assyrian imperial economy began centuries before the Empire’s collapse. High agrarian outputs encouraged high-density urbanization and imperial expansion during the Assyrian megadroughts that were not sustainable when climate shifted to the 7th century BCE megadrought. These megadroughts (as severe as modern droughts in the region) likely crippled the Assyrian economy and precipitated its collapse. Our data also suggest that the recent multiyear droughts superimposed over a century-long drying trend are among the worst episodes of drought in the region during the past four millennia.

For more information, contact Ashok Srinivasan (srinivasan@cornell.edu) and Charity Weiss (charity@cornell.edu)
Meeting 9 Maya Collapse & Ancestral Pueblo Collapse

From Temple IV, Tikal, Guatemala. Photo: L.J. Lucero.
Yok-1 speleothem δ¹⁸O climate record/Maya collapse

Kennett et al 2012 Science

“One factor can contribute to the production or prevention of another in a great variety of ways.”
N. Cartwright 1999

Assignment:
Turner and Sabloff 2012 ProcNatlAcadSci
Kennett and Hodell 2017 in Weiss, ed. 2017;
Evans et al 2018 Science
Questions:
What were the foundations of Mayan agriculture?
How many Maya in the pre-collapse 9th century? Post-collapse?
What was post-collapse Maya subsistence?
Does deforestation cause drought?

“…how severe do internal stresses in a civilization have to become before relatively minor climate shifts can trigger widespread cultural collapse?” Jeremy Sabloff 1995 *Nature*

“Rohling emphasized they are not saying that climate ended the ancient Mayan civilization. ‘We are documenting that there was a reduction in rainfall, and that reservoirs of water were evaporating,’ he said. This may in turn have led to societal unrest or diseases or both, ‘which are more likely to explain the actual collapse of society.’”
Rohling on Medina-Elizade and Rohling 2012 *Science*

“The collapse is especially intriguing because it seemingly occurred at “a time in which developed a sophisticated understanding of their environment, built and sustained intensive production and water systems and withstood at least two long-term episodes of aridity,” B.L. Turner 2012 *Smithsonian*

“We’re not saying deforestation explains the entire drought, but it does explain a substantial portion of the overall drying that is thought to have occurred,” Benjamin Cook on Cook et al *GeophyResLtrs* 2012

“The ±1s range determined from the PDFs indicates that the precipitation reduction could vary from 20 to 70% throughout the modeled droughts (Fig. 3). This variability represents the transition into and out of drought phases and demonstrates that the severity of the droughts could be intense (up to a70% reduction in precipitation) while maintaining the isotope balance and without desiccating the lake.” Evans et al 2018 *Science*

**Ancestral Pueblo collapse: why is everyone in denial?**

![Mesa Verde, Colorado, constructed ca. 1190 AD, abandoned ca. 1280, excavated 1910.](image)

**Assignment:**
Axtell et al 2002 Population and Anasazi Collapse *ProcNatlAcadSci*;
Questions:
What was “The Great Drought,” and how do we know?
How many Ancestral Pueblo fled, and how quickly? Did some remain, and how? Where did the Ancestral Pueblo go, and why?

“Exploitation phases characterized by demographic expansion and aggregation ended with climatically driven downturns in agricultural favorability, undermining important bases for social consensus.” Bocinsky et al 2016

“During the A.D. 1225-1260 period … the study area as a whole reached [its] most unfavorable balance between population size and the size of the area in which maize could be grown.” Schwindt et al 2016 Social consequences climate change Mesa Verde AmAntiq

“The Great Drought certainly had a major impact on the people in the Mesa Verde area and probably contributed to a continuing process of depopulation late in the 13th century. However, because it started well after the beginning of the regional population decline and even longer after the start in the decline in the size of the maize growing niche, the drought cannot be argued to have initiated that process which is what we are attempting to assess here.”
Kintigh and Ingram 2018 Was the drought really responsible? JArchSci

Meeting 10 El Nino and Collapse in the late 19th century,

Assignment: Davis 2001 Late Victorian Holocausts. NY: Verso.
Questions:
Why was India “the jewel in the Crown”? Can this be quantified?
What propelled the expansion and endurance of 18th - 20th century British imperialism?
What is ENSO? El Niño? Teleconnection?
How did the Indians and the Chinese traditionally survive drought episodes and avoid famine?
Meeting 10  The Anthropocene and the final exam (last hour of meeting 10).
Final exam is 10 one-paragraph short answer questions, and  50% of term grade)

"Only to the white man was nature a 'wilderness.'"
---Luther Standing Bear, Chief of the Oglala Sioux, 1933.

“Human beings are now carrying out a large scale geophysical experiment of a kind that could not have happened in the past nor be reproduced in the future.”
---Revelle and Suess 1957

Assignment
Weart 2007 Roger Revelle's Discovery https://history.aip.org/climate/Revelle.htm
Crutzen 2002 Geology of Mankind Nature
Zalasiewicz et al 2015 When did the Anthropocene begin? A mid-twentieth century boundary level is stratigraphically optimal Quaternary Intl

Questions:
Can you define “Anthropocene”?
What did Revelle and Suess 1957 discover?
What did Crutzen 2002 add to that discovery?
Why is there an argument about Anthropocene onset dating??
What drove The Great Acceleration?

Two page single-space essay answering four review questions due at last class meeting:
1. What, then, is societal collapse? A brief synthesis of past collapse observations and generalizations.
2. What causes collapse, and how can we distinguish --and rank-- societal collapse causes?
3. How do earlier Holocene climate changes differ from present-day climate change?
4. What are the climate and societal lessons for our time?
Compare magnitude/abruptness of NGRP 4.2 ka BP temperature spike with GrIS 2k air temperature spike (below).

NorthGRIP air temperature [centigrade],
6000-2400 ka BP.
Gkinis et al 2014 EPSL 45.

"We find that the initiation of increases in GrIS melting closely follow the onset of industrial-era Arctic warming in the mid-1800s, but that the magnitude of GrIS melting has only recently emerged beyond the range of natural variability. Owing to a nonlinear response of surface melting to increasing summer air temperatures, continued atmospheric warming will lead to rapid increases in GrIS runoff and sea-level contributions."

Trusel et al 2018 Nonlinear rise in Greenland runoff in response to post-industrial Arctic warming
NATURE 564: 105-108 [Dec 6 2018]
Appendix. A bibliography of recent societal collapse books, 30 years.

A. 1988-1989

B. recent 1997-2000

C. very recent 2005-2012

D. Current (2016 - 2017)

A Word About Plagiarism

You must document all of your source material. If you take any text from somebody else, you must make it clear the text is being quoted and where the text comes from. You must also cite any sources from which you obtain numbers, ideas, or other material. If you have any questions about what does or does not constitute plagiarism, ask! Plagiarism is a serious offense and will not be treated lightly. Fortunately, it is also easy to avoid and if you are the least bit careful about giving credit where credit is due you should not run into any problems.